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Abstract—Considering transtibial amputation (TTA) rehabilitation costs and complexity, high-quality literature should
inform clinical practice. Systematic reviews (SRs) suggest this
is not the case. This article’s purpose was to review the highest-quality evidence available to guide clinical practice for
TTA regarding five prosthetic intervention areas. Six databases
were searched for high-quality SRs and prospective clinical trials (randomized clinical trials [RCTs]). Reviewers screened,
sorted, rated (i.e., methodologic quality, bias risk), and
extracted article data. Meta-analyses were conducted when
possible. Thirty-one references were included (25 RCTs and 6
SRs). Five topical areas emerged (alignment, feet and ankles,
interface, postoperative care, pylons). Twenty-three evidence
statements were supported by level 2 evidence and eight by
level 1 evidence. All RCTs reported randomization and reasonable data presentation. Concealed allocation and blinding were
not widely used. Mean attrition was 11%. SRs included no
meta-analyses. Functional level was poorly reported. Grouping
feet and ankle components by functional classification enabled
meta-analyses, though variance was considerable given the
small sample sizes. Prosthetic interventions are generally safe
for TTAs. High-quality literature enabled formulation of evidence statements to support select clinical practice areas,
though quantity was lacking. Thus, numerous topics related to

TTA care lack rigorous evidence. Although blinding in prosthetic research requires increased funding and effort, it could
greatly improve the methodologic quality of prosthetic
research.
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INTRODUCTION
In the United States alone, approximately 185,000
amputations occur annually [1], contributing to an estimated population of 1.6 million persons living with limb
loss [2–3]. Of these, approximately 1.3 million (86%)
have amputation of the lower limb. Twenty-eight percent
of people with lower-limb amputation, slightly more than
378,000 individuals, have a transtibial amputation (TTA)
[2–3]. Approximately 72 percent of TTAs are attributable
to vascular disease. Of those remaining, 7 percent of
TTAs are of traumatic etiology [2–3]. There is a higher
incidence and prevalence of dysvascular-related amputation associated with advancing age [2–4].
Adding to the subpopulation of people with traumatic
amputation within the past 10 yr has been the number of
persons who have experienced amputation(s) related to
U.S. military service in association with Operations Iraqi
Freedom, Enduring Freedom, and New Dawn [5]. Considerable attention has been directed to amputation as a
result of the conflicts in the Middle East, which have
stimulated technological advancement in prosthetic rehabilitation [6]. While the increase in amputations within
the military sector is substantial, from a societal perspective, the population of those with military-associated
amputation(s) is comparatively small. There have been
1,221 persons engaged in military service who have
experienced 1,631 amputations from 2001 to 2011 [5]. Of
these, 683 amputations (or 41.9%) were at the transtibial
level and 366 people experienced multiple amputations.
Many of these included a TTA [5]. Those individuals
who have lost a limb (or limbs) in military service are
commonly within the third decade of life and will require
a much longer duration of care over their remaining lifetime compared with those who lose limbs to vascular disease, which is more common after the fourth or fifth
decade of life [5]. It is likely that those who lose a limb in
military service have higher functional ambulation standards that will challenge the healthcare system accustomed to providing care for persons who have lost limbs
to vascular disease.
It is known that persons with TTA develop secondary
conditions related to overuse of the sound limb, prosthetic malalignment of components relative to interface,

and other factors. These conditions may include degenerative joint disease, osteopenia, postural issues, low back
pain, skin issues, and others [7–8]. Nevertheless, many
individuals with TTA lead functional lifestyles [9], at
times participating in sports and athletic pursuits [10].
Incorporation of a transtibial prosthesis is routinely part
of the rehabilitation and reintegration plan [11]. Typical
prostheses ideally include a comfortable, optimally
aligned socket interface, pylon, and foot. Prior to providing this prosthesis, some form of postamputation care is
common. Problematically, there is no consensus to guide
any of the aforementioned prosthetic elements. The common inclusion of a prosthesis is, however, a considerable
healthcare expense over the lifetime for the person with
TTA. For example, Blough et al. estimated that prosthetic
costs over the lifetime for an individual with unilateral
lower-limb amputation could range from $0.5 million to
$1.8 million, depending on the number of prostheses in
service at a given time, the type of prostheses, and other
factors [12]. Collectively, total care for a person with
amputation of dysvascular etiology had an estimated U.S.
societal cost of $4.3 billion in 1996, and Medicare reimbursed $655 million worth of lower-limb prosthetic services in 2009 [13–14].
Given the remarkable costs associated with hospital
and facility fees, amputation rehabilitation, and prosthetic provision, it is problematic that so much of the
associated literature is noncommittal, inconclusive, and
ultimately unable to guide clinical practice or reimbursement. For example, prominent reviews on the subjects of
foot prescription [15] and postoperative management
[16] conclude by indicating that no clinical recommendations can ultimately be made given a lack of evidence or
of high-quality evidence.
Coupling newly available evidence, rehabilitation
techniques, and technologies with a broader focus aimed
across the spectrum of rehabilitation timing and interventions may permit the development of improved clinical
management recommendations. This may be particularly
true if the highest quality of comparative efficacy studies
and systematic reviews (SRs) are the target literature. As
new literature, techniques, and technologies have
emerged, much due to the natural progression of clinical
practice and science and some attributable to new societal challenges such as war in the Middle East and reimbursement issues domestically, new problems and
challenges have also emerged. Given that much of the
aforementioned literature is inconclusive and that many
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of the related reviews were completed nearly a decade
ago, it is timely to review the currently available highquality literature available to address contemporary challenges and to better guide current practice. Therefore, the
purpose of this literature SR was to evaluate the highest
quality of evidence available to guide prosthetic clinical
practice for adult patients with TTA regarding prosthetic
management in five specific areas of interest: alignment,
feet and ankles, interface, postoperative care, and pylons.

METHODS
A multidisciplinary review team planned methodology in accordance with those used previously in prosthetic research [17] in addition to standards established
by the PRISMA (Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses) Statement [18–19].
Reviewers had advanced graduate degrees or professional healthcare training in physical therapy, prosthetics,
or medicine. Specifically, the team included physical
therapists, prosthetists, an orthopedic surgeon, a health
economist, and information scientists. The team met on
three occasions and outlined search methodology to
include multiple databases and key search terms (primary
and secondary) that would assure identification of available high-quality evidence to address prosthetic interventions for those with TTA. Search methodology was based
on a broad view of TTAs with regard to prosthetic intervention. Preliminary test searches were conducted and
outcomes previewed at presearch meetings to assure adequate inclusion of key articles in terms of both quantity
and quality within the five areas of interest. The search
statement was planned to be sensitive to this condition
and/or intervention, but realizing how the prosthetic and/
or amputation literature can sometimes be multisubject
(i.e., patients with TTA might be grouped with others,
such as patients with transfemoral amputation), the
search statement was enhanced to include any prosthesis
involving any part of the leg. This more inclusive strategy necessitated more rigorous screening postsearch in
order to capture pertinent articles. The primary search
term sets were—
• (prosthe* OR “Prostheses and Implants” OR prosthesis OR prostheses OR preprosthe* OR pre-prosthe*).
• (((transtibial OR trans-tibial OR trans tibial OR below
knee OR bka OR tta OR Leg [Mesh] OR leg OR legs

OR lower limb OR lower limbs OR lower limb OR
lower extremit* OR “Lower Extremity” [Mesh]))).
Subsequently, the large retrieval from the statement
would be combined with selected prosthetic (secondary)
terms to refine. The secondary search term set was—
• air limb OR air splint OR air* OR airleg OR Amputation Stumps [Mesh] OR artificial limb OR bandage
OR bandag* OR Bandages [Mesh] OR contracture*
OR “Contracture” [Mesh] OR cost OR doff [tiab] OR
donning [tiab] OR don [tiab] OR soft dress* [tiab] OR
econom* [tiab] OR Economics [Mesh] OR elastic*
OR fit OR fitt* OR liner OR lined OR lining OR piston* [tiab] OR pneumatic OR prognos* OR “Prognosis” [Mesh] OR “range of motion” OR Range of
Motion, Articular [Mesh] OR rigid OR rom OR sock
OR socket OR stump* OR suspension*.
Between March 11 and 19, 2013, the following
databases were searched: (1) PubMed, (2) CINAHL,
(3) RECAL Legacy, (4) Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews, (5) PubMed Central-National Institutes
of Health (NIH) Research Publication Database, and
(6) Web of Science. The following date limits were
implemented as part of the database search parameters:
1997 (January 1) to 2013 (January 1). The search was
repeated by a pair of separate information scientists 3 mo
after the initial search.
Article Screening
Resulting references were exported to EndNote reference management software (version X6, Thomson
Reuters; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania). Duplicate references were eliminated. Remaining articles were preliminarily sorted into intervention studies (clinical trials) or
SRs. Exclusion criteria were selected to eliminate articles
with lower evidence levels and assure maximal generalizability to the adult with TTA living in a developed country. Foreign language articles were eliminated relative to
prohibitive costs associated with translation. Clinical trials were screened for exclusion using the following initial criteria within EndNote:
1. Case studies, case report, case series.
2. Foreign language (i.e., non-English language).
3. Developing countries.
4. Nonhuman subject (i.e., material science, finite element studies).
5. Pediatric studies.
6. Technical notes.
7. Retrospective studies.
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8. Observational and survey-only studies.
9. Economic studies (eliminated post hoc for a separate,
future analysis).
Following the EndNote search using the aforementioned exclusion criteria, the remaining intervention articles were divided equally between reviewers. Each
article was assigned a primary and secondary reviewer.
The reviewers independently screened references according to inclusion and exclusion criteria and classified them
as either (1) pertinent, (2) not pertinent, or (3) uncertain
pertinence. Full-text articles were reviewed for all citations classified as pertinent or uncertain pertinence. Disagreement regarding citations of uncertain pertinence
was resolved by discussion at weekly follow-up meetings
with the two other reviewers. Review of full-text articles
and associated discussion led to group consensus and
ultimate inclusion or exclusion. Exclusion criteria
applied during the EndNote search were applied at this
stage of screening. Inclusion criteria applied were—
1. Peer-reviewed, prospective clinical intervention trial
or SR.
2. Prosthetic intervention in one or more of the five topical interest areas.
3. Published within the aforementioned time frame.
Quality Assessment
Once pertinent clinical trial articles were screened
and sorted, methodologic quality and risk of bias was
independently assessed by the paired raters in order to
assist with determining the level of evidence to support
the topics of interest. The Physiotherapy Evidence Database Scale (PEDro) was used to determine methodologic
quality of clinical topics because it has fair to good reliability for application in rehabilitation clinical trials and
is recognized internationally [20]. The scale results in a 0
to 10 score, with higher scores reflecting higher methodologic quality, based on 11 criteria. The first criterion,
regarding eligibility, is not scored. Criteria 2 to 11
include determination of the presence of other methodologic attributes such as blinding, rating attrition, reporting of data in terms of point and variance measures, and
others. To receive a point in each of these remaining
10 criteria, the criteria must be clearly stated in the study
resulting in a “yes” answer for presence of that item,
resulting in the awarding of 1 point. If an item is not
clearly stated, it received a “no” answer and received no
point for that criterion. A PEDro score of 6/10 is considered to have high methodologic quality, whereas scores

<6/10 are considered to have low methodologic quality
[20]. Because the purpose of this SR was to identify
intervention studies with sufficient methodological
strength to guide clinical practice, clinical trial articles
scoring 5/10 were excluded. The PEDro was used only
to rate methodologic quality for the intervention studies
(i.e., clinical trials) because it is not designed to rate SRs.
Following the rating of methodologic quality, two
Scottish Intercollegiate Guidelines Network (SIGN) 50
assessment forms (one each for clinical trials and SRs)
were used to (1) assess internal validity, (2) assess degree
of bias, and (3) extract useful data from pertinent references [21]. Included article authors were not contacted
for any clarification or raw data requests. Answers from
the SIGN 50 checklists are not weighted. According to
the SIGN 50, bias risk is classified as either—
1. Low—All or most criteria from the internal validity
assessment are satisfied. Study conclusions would not
likely be altered if methods were changed.
2. Moderate—Some from the internal validity assessment are satisfied. Study conclusions would not likely
be altered if methods were changed.
3. High—Few or no criteria from the internal validity
assessment are satisfied. Study conclusions are likely
or very likely to be altered if methods were changed.
SIGN 50 bias risk rating was not used to determine
inclusion or exclusion of clinical trials because the
PEDro was used for this.
Reviewers equally divided and reviewed SR articles
first for pertinence, as described previously for clinical
trials. Once pertinence was established, the SIGN 50
classification was applied and SRs with high bias risk
were not included. As part of the determination of pertinence, SRs were excluded prior to bias risk assessment if
they—
1. Covered a selected prosthetic intervention topic, but—
a. Failed to document a repeatable review methodology.
b. Were exclusively editorial.
2. Did not address a selected prosthetic intervention topic
(i.e., reported on attributes of measurement techniques).
Following assessment of methodologic quality and
bias risk, the level of evidence was determined by using
the model designed by the Centre for Evidence-Based
Medicine [22]. Briefly, this model assists in determining
the level of evidence supporting an evidence statement
based on multiple factors, including the study design(s)
and magnitude of effect in the supporting reports. For
instance, an SR of randomized intervention trials would
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represent level 1 evidentiary support, whereas level 2 evidence would include a randomized trial or an observational study with a dramatic effect. Levels of evidence
are somewhat adjustable in accordance with quality,
effect size, and other factors.
Analysis
Data pooling (i.e., meta-analyses) was conducted
when homogeneous data were available. When data pooling was possible, mean difference with 95 percent confidence interval (CI) was calculated and significance was
determined a priori to be p  0.05 [23]. Effect sizes
(Cohen d) [24] were therefore calculated for articles with
available data using formulas based on independent ttests. Use of this method versus a calculation that controls for data dependency is controversial. For instance,
effect sizes tend to be larger when data dependency is
considered. Limitations include requiring more information such as the correlation coefficient between data
being examined [24]. Articles reviewed commonly had
limited information; therefore, we chose to use the calculation based on independent groups, acknowledging this
is a conservative approach.
Sorting by Topic
Full-text articles were sorted by reviewers for pertinence in one or more of the five selected topics following
procedures for screening and eligibility determination.

RESULTS
The search resulted in 8,796 articles (Figure 1). The
3 mo repeat search yielded an identical result. Using EndNote, 1,724 duplicate references were eliminated. Additionally, exclusion screening using EndNote eliminated
an additional 6,937 references. This left 135 references to
be manually screened by the reviewer teams. Of the manual
screening, which included quality assessment, 104 references were eliminated, leaving 31 high-quality references
available for inclusion in the review. Of these, 25 were
clinical trials and 6 were SRs.
In total, this review spanned 16 yr of literature.
Thirty-one total evidence statements were made,
whereby the majority (23/31) were supported by level 2
evidence and the remaining (8/31) were supported by
level 1 evidence. This suggests that using only high-quality
literature, an estimated 1.4 evidence statements are available per year or that it takes approximately 2 yr for an

empirical evidence statement to become available that
has level 1 evidentiary support.
Funding and Sponsorship
In 31 total articles, 32 funding disclosures were
made. Of the total 32, 20 (63%) disclosures were government sponsors. Nations and countries included in the
government sponsors were the United States (Department of Veterans Affairs, Department of Education,
National Science Foundation), China (Hong Kong),
United Kingdom, Sweden, the Netherlands, Canada, and
France. Considering eligibility criteria, the most represented sponsor was the U.S. Department of Veterans
Affairs, with 30 percent of the government sponsorships
and 19 percent of total sponsorships. There were 5 (16%)
industry sponsors, 3 (10%) academic institutional sponsors, and 3 (10%) nonprofit organization sponsors. Government was the largest sponsor; however, 8/31 (26%)
articles disclosed no funding source.
Collective Quality Assessment
Twenty-five clinical trials (Table 1) met inclusion
criteria and were identified as high-quality. Of these, 12
scored 6/10 and the rest (13) scored 7/10 for methodologic quality on the PEDro. All 25 of the identified highquality clinical trials reported randomization and data
presentation that included point and variance measures
for at least one outcome. Less than half of the clinical trials included concealed allocation (6/25) and subject
blinding (10/25). Only two clinical trials reported clinician blinding, and only three reported blinded raters. The
majority of the clinical trials scored a moderate bias risk
(21/25), with two rating a high bias risk and two rating a
low bias risk. The two studies with high bias risk were in
the interface topic. These two had an estimated 48 percent attrition (mean) compared with the entire sample,
which had 11 percent attrition. The range of attrition
across all included studies was 0 to 75 percent. The low
bias risk studies included a postoperative care study and a
pylon study. The reference with the single highest attrition (75%) scored a high bias risk [37].
The SRs included no meta-analyses and covered
between one and six databases. Bias risk was low in three
of six SRs [15,50–51], whereas the remaining three had
moderate bias risk [16,52–53].
It was determined at this point that the five topical
areas were adequately supported sufficient to proceed
with the review and synthesis. Within the five topical
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Figure 1.
Study flow diagram. *References eliminated through secondary filtering within reference management software (see “Methods” section). PMC-NIH = PubMed Central-National Institutes of Health, Post-Op = postoperative.

areas, 19 specific prosthetic interventions emerged as
follows:
1. Alignment (considered a single intervention type).
2. Feet and ankles (7 intervention types).
3. Interface (4 intervention types).
4. Postoperative care (3 intervention types).
5. Pylon (4 intervention types).
Three of the five topics (feet and ankles, interface,
and postoperative care) were supported by both clinical
trials and SRs.

Articles in the alignment, feet and ankles, and pylon
sections reported no adverse event (i.e., falls, injury
resulting from fall) associated with prosthetic use or any
specific technique or component included in the review.
Further, no articles in these sections concluded that prosthetic nonusage was effective or an option for the person
with TTA. This could also suggest subject selection bias
in the included studies. The interface and postoperative
care studies reported attrition in some cases prior to, and
in other cases following, prosthetic intervention. In the
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Table 1.
Methodologic ratings of included clinical trials using Physiotherapy Evidence Database Scale (PEDro).

Author
Boone et al., 2012 [25]
Grumillier et al., 2008 [26]
Beyaert et al., 2008 [27]
Van Velzen et al., 2005 [28]
Zmitrewicz et al., 2006 [29]
Underwood et al., 2004 [30]
Hsu et al., 1999 [31]
Yack et al., 1999 [32]
Perry et al., 1997 [33]
Postema et al., 1997 [34]
Postema et al., 1997 [35]
Traballesi et al., 2012 [36]
Klute et al., 2011 [37]
Coleman et al., 2004 [38]
Beil et al., 2002 [39]
Mazari et al., 2010 [40]
Johannesson et al., 2008
[41]
Woodburn et al., 2004 [42]
Graf & Freijah, 2003 [43]
Vigier et al., 1999 [44]
Segal et al., 2010 [45]
Jones et al., 2006 [46]
Klute et al., 2006 [47]
Lee et al., 2006 [48]
Berge et al., 2005 [49]

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
1
0
1
1
1
0
1
1

2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

3
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1

4
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
1
1
1
1
0

5
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
1

1
1
1
1
0
1
0
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

0
0
0
1
1
1
1
1

PEDro Score
6
7
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

8
1
1
1
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
1
1
0

9
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
0

10
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

11
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Sum
7
6
6
6
7
6
6
6
6
7
7
7*
6*
7
6
7
7

0
1
1
1
1
0
1
1

0
1
1
1
1
1
1
0

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

7†
6
6
7†
7
6
7
7

Topic
Alignment

Feet and Ankles

Interface

Postoperative Care

Pylon

Note: Item 1 of PEDro is not included in methodology quality score [20]. All studies had moderate risk of bias unless otherwise noted [21].
*High bias risk.
†Low bias risk.

latter cases, however, most attrition was not directly
attributed to the intervention (i.e., infection, death related
to comorbidity).
Per Topic Assessment
Alignment
Alignment articles included four clinical trials that
used repeated-measures designs (Table 2.) [25–28].
None included rater or clinician blinding. Three of the
four alignment articles scored 6/10 in terms of methodologic quality, and the highest PEDro score of the alignment articles was 7/10 in one article [25]. Largely
because of a lack of concealment and blinding, bias risk
was moderate in all of the alignment articles. Data were
insufficient to calculate effect sizes in some of the align-

ment outcomes. However, where available and when significant, the magnitude of effect that malalignment had
on various biomechanical outcomes ranged from small
(0.14) relative to initial hip kinematic peak with prosthetic internal rotation malalignment to large (1.4) relative to the difference in stance phase duration between
sound and prosthetic limbs with malalignment into internal rotation compared with initial alignment [26]. More
differences tended to be large, particularly related to
measures about the ankle. Nondisabled control subjects
(n = 15) were used in one study (2 references) [26–27] to
provide a context of so-called normal (i.e., nondisabled)
biomechanics, and problematically, only a single female
subject is clearly identified to have participated in the
experiments related to the alignment topic [25]. Alignment data represent the collective study of 48 subjects
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Table 2.
Alignment topic study data summary.

Author
Boone et al., 2012 [25]

Interventions
1 nominally aligned vs 16
malaligned conditions.

Grumillier et al., 2008 [26]

Initial alignment vs transverse rotational malalignment
(internal and external
rotation).

Beyaert et al., 2008 [27]

Initial alignment vs transverse rotational malalignment
(internal and external
rotation).

Gait comfort, spatiotemporal
gait parameters, knee kinetics,
ground reaction force.

Van Velzen et al., 2005 [28]

8 malalignments of 15 magnitude (varus, valgus, flexion,
extension, endorotation,
exorotation, plantar flexion,
and dorsiflexion) vs initial
alignment.

Spatiotemporal and kinetic
gait parameters.

(15 nondisabled and 33 with TTA) who tended to be in
the fifth decade of life (interquartile mean: 46.5 yr), were
of predominantly traumatic etiology (except for 3 subjects [28]), and were adapting to malalignment over the
course of several minutes. Additionally, while most eligibility criteria from these studies suggest subjects had to
report to a laboratory and ambulate independently, specific functional level was not provided. Attrition was
only 5 percent in this review topic.
Following article synthesis, the following empirical
evidence statements were made with regard to alignment.
In community-ambulating persons with TTA—

Outcome Measures
Ability to detect true
malalignments’ magnitude
and plane using specialized
software. Sensitivity, specificity, and likelihood ratios calculated for each possible
outcome.
Gait comfort, spatiotemporal
gait parameters, hip dynamics.

Major Findings
Subjects able to perceive more
extreme coronal and sagittal
malalignments. Instrumentation may be useful to detect
minor malalignments, particularly in sagittal plane.
Prosthetic malalignment into
internal rotation was less comfortable and showed differences in spatiotemporal and
hip dynamics compared with
initial alignment. Total hip
work increased as compensatory strategy to enhance
diminished shock absorption
provided by prosthesis.
Sound limbs experienced
increased knee flexion and
greater total work compared
with prosthetic side. Uncomfortable gait caused by internally rotated malalignment
does not alter prosthetic side
knee kinetics but does alter
sound side knee kinetics, suggesting compensatory
mechanism.
Transverse malalignment of
foot resulted in differences in
step duration and gait kinetics
predominantly at ankle during late stance.

1. Prosthetic foot malalignment into internal rotation
increases sound side total hip and knee work, increases
sound side knee flexion, and decreases gait comfort
[26–27].
2. Transverse plane prosthetic foot malalignment results
in mediolateral kinetic differences in gait, predominantly at the prosthetic ankle during late stance compared with the sound side and with a reference
alignment [28].
3. Prosthetic component malalignment in the coronal and
sagittal planes is detectable by the user when 3°
angularly or 10 mm linearly [25].
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Each of these three evidence statements are supported by a single high-quality clinical study, and thus,
supported by level 2 evidence [22].

Feet and Ankles
Seven clinical trials and one SR [15] supported the
feet and ankles topic (Table 3). Six [29,31–35] intervention

Table 3.
Feet and ankles topic study data summary.

Author
Zmitrewicz et al., 2006 [29]

Underwood et al., 2004 [30]

Hsu et al., 1999 [31]

Yack et al., 1999 [32]

Perry et al., 1997 [33]

Postema et al., 1997 [34]

Postema et al., 1997 [35]

Interventions
SACH, SACH + MA ankle,
ESAR, ESAR + MA ankle.

Outcome Measures
AP GRF impulse, peak GRF
braking, propulsion impulse
duration.

Major Findings
MA ankles added to prosthetic
feet improve residual limb propulsive impulse generation and
load symmetry. 14/15 subjects
preferred MA ankles added to
feet. 11/15 subjects preferred
prosthesis that best improved
loading symmetry.
FK, ESAR.
Triplanar peak joint moments
ESAR feet increased prosthetic
and powers, ratings of perceived reliance for gait propulsion and
stability and mobility.
stability with minimal compensations at remaining joints.
SACH, ESAR, ESAR + VSP. Energy cost, gait efficiency, rela- ESAR + VSP appears to have
tive exercise intensity.
positive effect on energy cost,
gait efficiency, and relative
exercise intensity compared
with SACH foot and ESAR during walking and running.
SACH, ESAR, ESAR + VSP. Net joint moment, power, work Stair ascent peak power amplivalues (ankle, knee, hip).
tudes different between amputated and sound side hip, knee,
and ankle. SACH required
increased hip work; thus, ESAR
feet offer potential advantage
when walking stairs.
SA, ESAR ×2.
Stride characteristics, joint
Lack of shank-foot coupling in
motion, angular joint velocity,
SA foot creates more rapid planjoint compliance.
tar flexion and dorsiflexion
while balanced on heel in gait.
SA, MA, ESAR ×2.
Walking speed, cadence, ROM
Ankle ROM with SA foot larger
(hip, knee, ankle), impulse of
than ESAR and MA feet.
deceleration and acceleration
Energy release of Dynamic
phase of GRF’s AP component, ESAR greater than Quantum
ESAR, total ankle power.
ESAR (20%), SA (40%), and
MA (20%) feet.
SA, MA, ESAR ×2.
Ad hoc questionnaires.
Subjects less able to discern
actual functional differences
among feet types but may have
clear preferences for certain
components. Occupational
needs and perceived stability are
among factors attributed to subject preference.

AP = anteroposterior, ESAR = energy storing and release, FK = flexible keel, GRF = ground reaction force, MA = multi-axial, ROM = range of motion, SA = single
axis, SACH = solid ankle cushion heel, TTA = transtibial amputation, VSP = vertical shock pylon.
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studies used repeated-measure designs, and one [30] used
a crossover design. Two studies [29,34–35] used a 4-way
comparison, three used a 3-way comparison [31–33], and
one [30] used a 2-way comparison of feet. No studies of
athletic or microprocessor foot and/or ankle systems met
the inclusion criteria. The identified seven categories of
feet and ankles meeting inclusion and thus reviewed were
as follows:
1. Solid ankle cushion heel (SACH) feet [29,31–32].
2. Single axis (SA) feet [33–35].
3. Multi-axial (MA) feet and/or ankle systems [29,34–35].
4. Flexible keel (FK) feet [30].
5. Energy storing and release (ESAR) feet [29–35].
6. ESAR + MA feet [29].
7. ESAR + vertical shock pylon (VSP) feet [31–32].
Three of the seven feet studies scored 7/10, and the
remaining four scored 6/10 for methodologic quality.
Bias risk within this section was moderate in all of the
included articles. No study in the feet and ankles topic
concealed intervention allocation. Only one study incorporated double blinding [34–35].
Conclusions from the feet and ankles topic are based
on 56 people with TTA. Of these, 58 percent were of dysvascular etiology, 39 percent were of traumatic etiology,
and 18 percent were female. As in the alignment section,
15 nondisabled controls were studied to provide a context
for comparison of TTA data relative to normal function
[32–33]. Subjects were provided a range of accommodation times with study feet, from 30 min [30] to 4 wk
[29,33]. The interquartile mean age of the reported subjects’ sample mean ages is 46.4 yr. As in the alignment
section, most eligibility criteria from these studies suggest subjects had to report to a laboratory, ambulate independently, and in some cases, be able to perform specific
functional tasks (i.e., run); however, specific functional
level was not provided. Attrition was also low in this
review topic (7%). Effect sizes within this section ranged
from small (0.12) when considering subjective differences between feet [35] to large (3.09) relative to ankle
joint velocity into plantar flexion between controls and
the Seattle LightFoot in TTA [33].
The SR on prosthetic foot prescription searched six
databases and was rated as having low bias risk [15]. The
SR on prosthetic foot prescription used different rating
strategies than those in the current study, and studies
included ranged from 1983 to 2006. This represents 10 yr
of overlap with the present review. Five articles [30–
31,33–35] were identified as being included in both

reviews, one article [32] was rejected from the SR that
was included here, and one article [29] was included here
that was not yet published for inclusion into the former
SR. Further, the SR reported feet and ankle outcomes by
component brand and model as opposed to functional
category (i.e., SA, MA, ESAR). Grouping component
outcomes by functional category enabled meta-analyses.
For aggregate analyses, the mean walking speed
across all studies for all feet and ankle types in this section was 1.24 m/s, whereas the mean for ESAR feet was
1.29 m/s (95% CI: 1.10–1.40 m/s) and the mean for MA
units was 1.14 m/s (95% CI: 1.02–1.36 m/s), though the
difference was not statistically significant (p = 0.36) and
the variance was considerable (Figure 2). Additionally,
two studies reported significantly increased early stance
peak plantar flexion with SA feet compared with MA and
various ESAR feet [33–34]. Meta-analysis revealed a significant (p = 0.005) increase in this outcome with SA feet
(95% CI: 9.4–11.9°) compared with ESAR feet (95%

Figure 2.
Meta-analyses from feet and ankles category. CI = confidence
interval, ESAR = energy storing and release, MA = multi-axial,
SA = single axis.
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CI: 3.3–5.3°), which agrees with the large effect (Cohen
d  0.80) also calculated from the measurements from
these studies [33–34].
Following article synthesis, the following empirical
evidence statements were made with regard to feet and
ankle units. In community-ambulating persons with TTA
walking at self-selected speed—
1. SA feet accelerate sagittally in a greater range of
motion compared with MA and ESAR feet [15,33–34].
2. Adding MA ankle function to a prosthetic foot
increases residual-limb propulsive impulses, leg load
symmetry, and preference compared with the same
foot without MA foot function [29].
3. ESAR feet—
a. Increase prosthetic propulsion and stability and
minimize intact joint compensations during gait
compared with FK feet [30].
b. Improve stair ascent by reducing involved side hip
moment and power requirements compared with
SACH feet [32].
c. Decrease fatigue compared with SA and MA feet
[35].
d. Reduce walking energy cost and increase gait efficiency and stride length compared with SACH feet
[15,31].
4. ESAR + VSP feet—
a. Improve stair ascent by reducing involved side hip
moment and power requirements and increasing
prosthetic ankle moment compared with SACH and
ESAR feet [32].
b. Reduce energy cost and increase gait efficiency and
relative exercise intensity compared with SACH and
ESAR feet in walking and running [31].
Empirical evidence statements 1 and 3d are supported by high-quality intervention studies and an SR
(level 1 evidence). Further strengthening statement 1,
meta-analysis revealed a significant (p = 0.005) increase
in early stance phase peak plantar flexion compared with
ESAR feet (Figure 2). The remaining statements are supported by single high-quality clinical studies and are thus
supported by level 2 evidence [22].
Interface
Four clinical trials and two SRs support the interface
topic (Table 4). The clinical trials included a parallel
design trial [36], two repeated-measures designs [37,39],
and one crossover study [38]. Two of the studies were

rated 7/10, and two received 6/10 methodologic quality
ratings. No points were awarded for blinding in these
studies. Two of these studies had high bias risk partially
attributable to two problems: (1) attrition at or above
20 percent and (2) no reported intention-to-treat analysis
plan. The other two clinical studies had moderate bias risk.
Including both suspension and liner type, the four
interface designs studied include—
1. Vacuum-assisted suspension system (VASS) [36–37,39].
2. Total surface bearing (TSB) [36,39].
3. Patella tendon bearing (PTB) [38].
4. Pin suspension [37–38].
Outcome measures were diverse across studies,
including residual limb-interface pressure, activity monitoring, pistoning, and perceptive measures. Functional
level was inconsistently reported across studies. Some
had detailed reporting [36,38], in which case functional
level ranged from K2 to K4 prosthetic users [54], and
some studies did not report functional level at all. Two of
the clinical studies reported accommodation time (21 d
[37] and 75 d [38]); however, two did not. Nondisabled
control subjects were not used in the interface studies.
Conclusions from the interface studies are based on
43 subjects analyzed from 63 enrolled (32% attrition), the
highest attrition within any subtopic in this review. Three
studies reported sex [36–38]; in these, six subjects were
female. The interquartile mean age of the reported subjects’ sample mean ages is 53.5 yr. Of the 63 subjects
completing the included trials, 21 (33%) lost their foot to
vascular disease. Effect sizes within this section ranged
from small (0.14) relative to peak pressure in stance
phase [39] to large (2.28) regarding days from amputation to first steps with prosthesis [36].
Two SRs supported the interface topic [52–53]. Two
and five databases, respectively, were searched in the
included reviews. Both reviews had moderate bias risk
[52–53].
Following article synthesis, the following empirical
evidence statements were made with regard to interfaces.
In persons with TTA—
1. Compared with traditional PTB-designed interfaces,
use of gel liners reportedly—
a. Decreases walk aid dependence [52].
b. Improves prosthetic suspension when used with a
shuttle lock mechanism compared with supracondylar, cuff, or corset alternatives [52].
c. Improves load distribution [52–53].
d. Decreases pain and increases comfort [52–53].
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Table 4.
Interface topic study data summary.

Author
Traballesi et al., 2012 [36]

Interventions
Socket, VASS + TSB.

Outcome Measures
LCI, pain VAS, wound
dimensions.
Volume, pistoning, activity
level, PEQ.

Klute et al., 2011 [37]

Socket, VASS + pin.

Coleman et al., 2004 [38]

Alpha liner vs Pelite lined
socket.

Step activity monitoring,
PEQ, brief pain inventory,
socket fit comfort score,
residual-limb cast volume,
preference.

Beil et al., 2002 [39]

Socket type: VASS vs TSB
design.

5 sensors to measure residuallimb pressures (positive, negative, peak, and impulse) in
gait.

Major Findings
VASS allows early fitting into
prosthesis.
VASS decreased pistoning;
however, step count
decreased. Subjects preferred
pin system and less check
sockets were required with it.
Preference and overall ambulatory activity favored Pelite
over Alpha liner system. Subjective feedback included
positive and negative feedback for each condition and
subjects expressed desire to
keep both study sockets. This
demonstrates multifactorial
influence regarding socket
selection.
VASS changes positive and
negative pressures exerted on
residual limb during ambulation. Impulse and peak positive pressures are reduced in
stance phase, while magnitude of impulse, average, and
peak negative pressures
increased in swing phase.

LCI = Locomotor Capabilities Index, PEQ = Prosthesis Evaluation Questionnaire, TSB = total surface bearing, VAS = visual analog scale, VASS = vacuum-assisted
suspension system.

2. Compared with TSB-designed interfaces with pin
locking suspension mechanisms, VASS interfaces
reportedly—
a. Reduce time to prosthetic fitting and improve
mobility postoperatively or postulceration [36].
b. Decrease step activity [37].
c. Decrease pistoning [37].
d. Decrease positive pressure in stance phase and
increase negative pressure in swing phase when
walking [39].
Empirical evidence statements 1a to 1d are supported
by SRs (level 1 evidence). Conversely, empirical evidence statements 2a to 2d are supported by single highquality clinical studies and are thus supported by level 2
evidence [22].

Postoperative Care
The three interventions studied in the postoperative
care section predominantly included two basic types of
postamputation dressings:
1. Plaster of Paris rigid dressing [41–44].
a. Vacuum formed [41].
b. Addition of a polymer gel sock added to rigid
removable dressing (RRD) [43].
2. Elastic compression (and soft dressings) [42–44].
Additionally included in this section were two types
of early postoperative prostheses or early walking aids
(EWAs): articulated and nonarticulated.
Five parallel design intervention studies were
included in the portion of this section on postoperative
dressings (Table 5). One of these was a multisite study
[42]. The total number of subjects enrolled in these studies
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Table 5.
Postoperative care topic study data summary.

Author
Mazari et al., 2010 [40]

Interventions
EPOP design: articulated vs
nonarticulated design.

Outcome Measures
SF-36, duration of physical
therapy.

Johannesson et al., 2008 [41]

Postamputation dressings:
vacuum-formed RRD vs conventional plaster of Paris
removable dressing.

Number of days from amputation to prosthetic fitting,
wound healing rate, LCI,
TUG.

Woodburn et al., 2004 [42]

RRD vs soft dressing and bandaging (i.e., conventional residual limb dressings).

Wound infection rate, time to
prosthetic fitting.

Graf & Freijah, 2003 [43]

Polymer gel sock added to
RRD.

Baseline residual-limb volume, volume remeasured at
wound healing and again at
prosthetic casting.

Vigier et al., 1999 [44]

Plaster cast socket vs elastic
compression.

Time required for residuallimb healing, length of time
between amputation and ability to walk wearing contact
socket, length of hospital stay.

Major Findings
No difference in clinical and
QOL outcomes between articulated and nonarticulated
EWAs in rehabilitation.
Results similar between
dressing types. Therefore,
post-TTA secondary to vascular disease, vacuum-formed
rigid dressing is viable alternative to conventional plaster
rigid dressing.
Nonsignificant 6 d (median)
reduced time to prosthetic fitting if RRD used postamputation. Most clinical personnel
expressed interest in using
RRDs in practice and identified limitations (i.e., mass)
could be overcome without
difficulty.
Elastic compression, including polymer gel socks, can
influence rate of residual limb
volume reduction within first
3 wk postamputation.
Use of plaster cast socket for
persons with open residual
limb is good alternative to
elastic compression. It accelerates healing time.

EPOP = early postoperative prosthesis, EWA = early walking aid, LCI = Locomotor Capabilities Index, QOL = quality of life, RRD = rigid removable dressing,
SF-36 = 36-Item Short Form Health Survey, TTA = transtibial amputation, TUG = Timed “Up and Go” Test.

was 288, and of these, 217 (75%) completed the research.
All subjects were of dysvascular etiology, and females
comprised 26 percent of subjects in this section. Accommodation to postoperative dressing type, not reported in
two studies [40,44], ranged from 3 to 7 d. Three of the
five intervention studies in this section covering the postoperative RRDs rated 7/10 methodologic quality [40–42]
and the other two [43–44] rated 6/10. Common issues in
this section included not blinding subjects and study raters. Mean attrition in the intervention studies in this subtopic was 17 percent, which was higher than the
11 percent in the entire review but lower than the 48 percent attrition in the two studies with high bias risk. Calculation of effect sizes within this section were limited to
mean rate of volume reduction from baseline and were

large (1.2) between RRDs and RRDs with gel sock [43].
The difference between elastic compression versus RRD
in number of days from amputation to complete healing
had a medium effect size (0.57), and days from amputation to discharge had a large effect size (0.8) [44].
Three SRs were initially included in the postoperative care topic. However, one SR, despite initial inclusion, offered no supporting statement(s) or conclusions
regarding any particular intervention and was therefore
unable to support or refute any empirical evidence statement in the current review [16]. Two were rated as low
bias risk and one as moderate risk. Generally, the SRs
cover postoperative management in terms of early ambulation and limb volume. The number of databases included
in each SR was 1, 2, and 4 [16,50–51]. The portion of the
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postoperative care section addressing EWAs was supported by one intervention study [40], and functional
level was not reported.
Following article synthesis, the following empirical
evidence statements were made with regard to postoperative care:
1. In persons with acute TTA from vascular disease, vacuum-formed dressings are comparably effective at preparing the limb for prosthetic use and ambulation as
measured by the number of days from amputation to
prosthetic fitting, wound healing rate, and mobility
compared with conventional Plaster of Paris dressings
[41].
2. Following TTA, RRDs and semi-RRDs with or without combined elastic compression are more effective at
reducing acute postamputation edema volume compared with conventional elastic compression alone
[43,50–51].
3. In persons with acute TTA, RRDs, compared with soft
elastic dressings and bandaging, accelerate residuallimb healing time [44,50] and reduce hospitalization
time [44] and are comparably effective at reducing
wound infection rate and time to prosthetic fitting [42].
4. In persons with acute TTA, articulated and nonarticulated EWAs are comparably effective at improving 10 m
walking velocity and quality of life [40].
Empirical evidence statement 2 is supported by two
SRs and a high-quality intervention study (level 1 evidence). Conversely, empirical evidence statements 1, 3,
and 4 are supported by single high-quality clinical studies
and are thus supported by level 2 evidence [22].
Pylon
There were no SRs supporting the pylon topic. However, five intervention trials cover two subtopics within
the pylon topic: (1) telescoping and/or teletorsion pylons
and (2) monolimb prostheses with integrated elliptical
versus circular shaped pylons (Table 6). Of these, four
studies scored 7/10 methodologic quality [45–46,48–49]
and one scored 6/10 [47]. Regarding bias risk, all of these
studies scored moderate bias risk except one [45], which
scored a low bias risk. No studies in this section blinded
the clinician or raters; however, all studies blinded subjects. Two studies [47,49] used a crossover design where
all other studies in this section used repeated-measures
designs. A total of 54 subjects completed studies in this
section: 46 persons with TTA and 8 nondisabled controls.
Of the 46 subjects with TTA, 30 were of traumatic etiol-

ogy and 12 were of dysvascular etiology. One study did
not report sex [47], and of those that did, 97 percent were
male. Functional level was not reported in two studies
[45,48]; however, functional level was reported as K2
and above in the other studies. Accommodation time to
experimental pylons ranged from 5 min [45] to at least 3 wk
[47]. The predominant intervention (independent variable) in the pylon topic was the Mercury teletorsion
pylon (Endolite Inc; Miamisburg, Ohio) [46–47,49];
however, one study’s [45] independent variable was a
nontelescopic torsion adapter (4R85, Ottobock; Duderstadt, Germany), and one other study’s [48] independent
variable was transverse pylon shape (i.e., elliptical vs circular). The effect size for change of limb length when
stepping down from height was large between teletorsion
versus rigid pylon (high step: 4.3 and low step: 3.7) [46].
The effect size for difference in initial stance knee flexion
angle was medium (0.67) between teletorsion versus
rigid pylon [49]. Differences in peak vertical ground
reaction force (vGRF) measured while using elliptical
and circular shaped pylons compared with current pylons
ranged from small to large (0.18–2.92) [48]. Attrition
was lowest (4%) in this review topic than in all other sections. In total, this represents four different types of
pylon-related interventions:
1. Pylon with—
a. Integrated teletorsion function [46–47,49].
b. Torsion adapter unit [45].
2. Monolimb with integrated [48]—
a. Circular-shaped pylon.
b. Elliptical-shaped pylon.
Following article synthesis, the following empirical
evidence statements were made with regard to pylons. In
community-ambulating person with TTA—
1. Compared with rigid pylons, use of telescoping and/or
teletorsion pylons result in—
a. Comparable biomechanics of stepping down [46].
b. Comparable step activity and duration [47,49].
c. Comparable spatiotemporal, kinetic, and most kinematic measures of level ground gait [49].
d. Comparable perceptive measures [49].
e. An extended knee position at initial contact [49].
2. Compared with rigid pylons, use of a torsion adapter
results in comparable hip, knee, and ankle stability and
walking speed during linear and circular walking [45].
3. Use of monolimbs with elliptical shank pylons
decrease peak vGRF of the—
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Table 6.
Pylon topic study data summary.

Author
Segal et al., 2010 [45]

Interventions
Torsion pylon adapter.

Outcome Measures
Stability, speed, torsion,
walking condition.

Jones et al., 2006 [46]

Endolite teletorsion pylon.

Knee joint angular displacement, lower-limb stiffness,
contact ankle angle, limb
shortening, peak longitudinal
limb force.

Klute et al., 2006 [47]

Mercury teletorsion vs typical
rigid pylon.

Activity level (steps per day),
activity duration (minutes per
day).

Lee et al., 2006 [48]

ES monolimb vs CS monolimb
vs conventional prosthesis.

Flexibility, stride characteristics, temporal characteristics,
vGRF, subjective feedback.

Berge et al., 2005 [49]

Mercury teletorsion vs typical
rigid pylon.

Self-selected walking speed,
prosthetic side step length,
loading rate, decelerative
peak from vGRF, knee angle
at initial contact and peak
pylon acceleration, weekly
step count, performance questionnaire, residual-limb pain,
multidimensional fatigue
inventory.

CS = circular shape, ES = elliptical shape, TTA = transtibial amputation, vGRF = vertical ground reaction force.

Major Findings
Torsion does not have effect
on stability in different walking conditions.
Subjects with TTA step down
and land differently than nondisabled controls. Knee is
extended and vGRF is kept
anterior to knee regardless of
pylon or step height. Shockabsorbing pylon did not make
difference in limb mechanics
compared with controls.
Subjects are equally functional regardless of shockabsorbing or rigid pylon.
Intensity of vocational activities may be greater than recreational activities. Step bouts
were most commonly no
more than few dozen steps so
prostheses should be optimized for short duration
bouts.
More flexible ES monolimb
reduced sound-limb vGRF at
early stance phase and prosthetic-limb vGRF at terminal
stance. Most subjects
reported greater comfort
when using current prostheses, but welcomed lighter
prosthetic weight from monolimbs. Greater flexibility perceived with ES monolimb.
Comparing ES with CS
monolimb, all subjects perceived ES monolimb
improved
comfort.
Rigid and shock-absorbing
pylons are equally effective
for subjects with unilateral
amputation. Because subjects
increased knee flexion at initial contact, it seems they can
modulate stiffness within
residual limb relative to
prosthesis.
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a. Sound limb in early stance phase compared with
both the current prosthesis and the circular shank
monolimb [48].
b. Prosthetic limb at terminal stance compared with
circular shank monolimbs [48].
All empirical evidence statements in this section,
except statement 1b, are supported by single high-quality
clinical studies and are thus supported by level 2 evidence. Statement 1b is supported by two high-quality
intervention studies and is thus supported by level 1
evidence [22].

DISCUSSION
Overall Strengths and Weaknesses
Generally, all included clinical trials presented some
methodological issue that compromised the generalizability and usefulness of the findings to clinical practice
for TTA care. Compared with other areas of healthcare
with similar patient numbers and healthcare resource
expenditures, prosthetic care for TTA has had less funding and less rigorous published comparative effectiveness research. For instance, breast cancer, autoimmune
deficiency syndrome, schizophrenia, and Parkinson disease reportedly had comparable prevalence to those with
limb loss (1–2 million persons in the United States)
[3,55]. Searching PubMed for these diagnostic groups by
name (May 2, 2014) combined with “AND meta-analysis”
yielded between 325 and 2,769 articles. Repeating this
with either “transtibial” or “lower-extremity amputee”
combined with “AND meta-analysis” yielded only 2 or
53 articles, respectively, which reveals a clear disparity.
Each of the aforementioned diagnostic groups reportedly
receive between 2 and 15 percent of NIH research funds,
whereas a diagnostic grouping for persons with lowerlimb amputation is generally not reported as to its level of
NIH funding [55]. Funding from NIH was notably absent
from the included studies. This was surprising because
several NIH institutes and centers have missions focused
on health conditions that often lead to limb loss, such as
diabetes, cancer, and trauma, or have missions focused
on musculoskeletal rehabilitation and the care of those
with limb loss.
One persistent problem is broad clinical uncertainty
of effectiveness that exists between different treatment
choices for TTA prosthetic care [56]. For example, there
are more than 150 different prosthetic feet currently

available. There is no rigorous published research showing that, within a particular class of components, one foot
is superior to another, and it is possible that many are
equivalent. This makes the clinical selection of foot componentry difficult at the individual patient level. At the
study and policy level, the uncertainty of effectiveness
issue creates disagreement about which components to
include in clinical efficacy trials. Some may believe that
every component requires comparison, but others may
argue that a comparison of representative components
from within a classification grouping is sufficient to
make individual patient decisions within the clinic.
The majority of articles disclosed funding, predominantly from governmental sources. With only 5 out of
32 funding disclosures (within the feet and ankles, interface, and postoperative care topics) being from industry,
the likelihood of bias from this source seemed minimal
when viewed collectively. Specific to the United States,
the lack of a sustained funding strategy from NIH for
rehabilitation research has contributed to a void in the
evidence base for amputation rehabilitation and prosthetics care [57]. It may also reduce research training opportunities for rehabilitation scientists in this area. Many of
the clinical trials in this SR could have increased their
PEDro scores by including simple methodological
changes to their design, such as blinding raters to the
condition, including an intention-to-treat analysis, or
reporting data in systematic and accepted ways [18].
Other factors, like blinding the treatment for the participant, is extremely difficult in any rehabilitation research
design due to the very nature of physical medicine treatments [17,58–59]. Nonetheless, there are limited ways to
blind a placebo for prosthetics research. Subject blinding
is a more difficult way to improve the scientific rigor of a
comparative effectiveness trial but can be accomplished
in some areas of prosthetic research.
Alignment
In TTA, prosthetic foot malalignment into internal
rotation compared with a patient-accepted initial alignment
results in decreased gait comfort [26–27]. Involved side
knee and hip kinetics appear largely unchanged, which is
in contrast to the sound side knee, which presents a
reduced magnitude of flexion [27]. This particular
malalignment also creates mechanical inefficiency as
total hip and knee work increases. These aberrant movements represent further sound side compensations. These
effects on proximal contralateral joints may be related to
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decreased prosthetic shock absorption [26]. It is unclear
whether these sound side changes result from a person
with TTA’s inability or unwillingness to load the prosthesis in stance. Perhaps stability and discomfort, caused by
malalignment, influence prosthetic side stance duration,
load magnitude, and movement patterns during gait.
Considering biomechanical implications of malalignment in other planes, the medially directed vector of the
horizontal component of the ground reaction force (GRF)
is decreased in late stance with malalignment into varus
as well as internal rotation [28]. This was in contrast to
malalignment into valgus and external rotation. While
knowing the implications of malalignment on GRF magnitude and its associated vectors is important, the fact
that adaptation and movement strategies can alter joint
moments arguably make joint moments the more clinically meaningful outcome. In the aforementioned study,
for instance, differences in vGRF magnitude did not
translate to significant differences at proximal joint
moments [28]. In fact, only external ankle moments were
significantly different during the aforementioned
malalignment conditions. Specifically, the ankle eversion
moment was increased with malalignment of the foot into
external rotation or knee into valgus. This demonstrates
how movement compensations may influence kinetics.
While the GRF may present asymmetrically or have differences between normal and malaligned conditions, the
selected movement strategy, possibly compensated or
aberrant, may mitigate the presentation via joint moment.
Implications of malalignment on spatiotemporal gait
parameters seemed negligible in the included studies
because only prosthetic step duration decreased with 15°
of prosthetic malalignment into dorsiflexion relative to
the intact limb [28]. Compensations to gait malalignment
and their effects are believed to be a source of premature
comorbidity to limbs on both the sound and involved
sides and other body regions [8]. Thus, further investigation is indicated.
Considerations regarding the perception of malalignment for prosthesis users were also studied [25]. Specifically, subjects were able to perceive only extreme coronal
and sagittal malalignments. Extreme malalignments for
people with TTA who use prostheses were on the order of
3 angularly or 10 mm linearly in magnitude in both
the sagittal and coronal planes and are still judged acceptable by experienced prosthetists and prosthesis users
alike. An inability to perceive smaller malalignments
may suggest that a broad plateau of acceptable align-

ments may exist that have little effect on the transtibial
prosthesis user. It is equally possible that poor alignment
may contribute to a host of comorbidities observed in
people with TTA related to inappropriate loading. These
include residual-limb skin lesions, osteoarthritis of the
sound limb, and low back pain [7–8]. Comorbidities
associated with activity restriction may also result from
prosthetic disuse associated with poor alignment, such as
decreased physical capacity, cardiovascular disease, diabetes, and obesity. The extent to which instrumentation
may be useful in the detection and correction of
malalignment remains the subject of study. This is particularly true in regard to the sagittal plane [25].
While studies in the prosthetic alignment section
were of high quality, there is considerable room for methodological improvement, specifically regarding concealed allocation and blinding. Functional level should
absolutely be reported in every study in order to determine generalizability to clinical populations. Without
reporting functional level, formulation of guidelines will
be difficult. Conclusions are drawn in regard to malalignment over only minutes of adaptation, which leaves the
subacute and chronic adaptations and effects of mid- and
long-term malalignment completely unexplored. Given
numerous descriptions of differences in Q-angle [60] and
differences in footwear choices by sex, it seems that more
alignment study should also involve more female subjects. It is also unknown whether tolerance of malalignment has a relationship to footwear type. Given that age
has some association with walking speed, it seems that
alignment may also have a relationship with either age or
speed; again, the literature offers little in this area. Also
unexplored is the effect of alignment on skin issues.
Given the high rate of skin issues in people with lowerlimb amputation, this represents another major research
gap [7].
Feet and Ankles
Four included studies measured comfortable walking
speed [29–30,33–34] but only three reported units
(meters per second) [29–30,34], whereas one reported the
percentage of “normal” walking speed [33]. Further,
where ESAR and MA component systems had sufficient
data to aggregate for meta-analysis, SA, SACH, and FK
units had only a single study reporting speed; thus, data
were insufficient to compare. The mean walking speed
was 1.24 m/s across all studies and feet types. The mean
walking speed was similar for TTA using ESAR feet
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(1.29 m/s) or feet with MA units (1.14 m/s). These walking speeds appear to be consistent with observational
studies of persons with TTA reporting walking speeds of
1.21 m/s [61]. They also reinforce the previously stated fact
that persons with TTA walk slower than people without
amputation, who tend to walk between 1.36 and 1.45 m/s
[61–62]. Perry et al. reported that people with TTA using
Seattle LightFoot (ESAR) and SA feet walked significantly slower than people without amputation, whereas
the walking speed with the FlexFoot (ESAR) was not significantly slower than “normal” [33]. Feet from the same
functional category were evaluated and performed differently in two different studies [33–34]. This small amount
of evidence suggests there may be a difference in performance within the same functional categories of feet,
potentially attributable to specific foot design within the
ESAR category. For instance, a flat carbon plate may
store and return energy differently than a foot with an
integrated J-shaped pylon during human use. According
to the high-quality literature identified here, evidence
statements cannot be made presently regarding the effect
of prosthetic feet on walking speed. Walking speed is,
however, recognized as an important determinant or indicator of function [63], and thus should be studied further
given the short adaptation periods permitted in the
included studies.
No studies showed significant differences in cadence
between types of feet components (Figure 2). Conversely, two studies report significantly increased early
stance peak plantar flexion with SA feet compared with
MA and various ESAR feet [33–34]. The dilemma in
interpreting this outcome is whether or not the increased
sagittal range is functionally helpful. Some have noted
that the faster the foot reaches foot flat, the more stable
the foot is, while it may also be argued that additional
muscular control and balance is needed to stabilize this
added motion [64].
MA feet and ankle units are shown to have varying
effects [29,34–35]. During level ground walking, Zmitrewics et al. report improved propulsion and load symmetry with MA ankle units as well as preference for them
compared with the same feet without MA ankle units
[29]. Postema et al. report comparable preference
between MA and ESAR feet; however, MA biomechanical improvements were not identified [35]. Conversely,
Underwood et al. conclude that ESAR feet increased the
ability of patients to rely on the prosthesis for propulsion
and stability with less compensatory motion from intact

joints compared with FK feet [30]. Problematically, these
studies all measured biomechanical outcomes but chose
different measures and units, eliminating the possibility
for aggregate analyses and conclusions [65]. Further biomechanical analyses are needed to understand potential
benefits from the different categories of prosthetic feet. It is
recommended that at least some of the outcome measures
be selected with consideration for future meta-analyses.
A starting point for selecting comparable biomechanical
outcome measures could be previously outlined engineering specifications [66].
Bioenergetic measures were compared in only one
included study, so meta-analyses were not possible [31].
Further complicating comparative analyses is the fact
that only controlled speeds were used in the study,
whereas self-selected over-ground walking speed is the
velocity of choice in other studies in the review. Nonetheless, Hsu et al. report significant (p  0.05) mean energy
reduction at all walking speeds tested between SACH,
ESAR, and ESAR with VSP feet and that these differences are of small effect sizes except the difference
between SACH and ESAR with VSP (medium effect)
[31]. During running, all feet were significantly different
from one another; however, the effect size tended to
increase to a medium magnitude. Hsu et al. conclude the
addition of VSP favorably improved walking and running energy cost. Yack et al. [32] studied the same three
feet classes as Hsu et al. [31]; however, Yack et al.’s
study was related to stair ascent biomechanics. While
VSP functional improvements could not be corroborated
from a gait energy perspective, it seems that ESAR and
ESAR with VSP also improve stair ascent kinetics compared with the SACH foot (large effect sizes: Cohen d 
1.15). During stair ascent, both ESAR feet reduce the
sound side compensations via hip power and moment
requirements compared with SACH but the addition of
VSP also seems to increase the prosthetic ankle moment
[32].
Hofstad et al. conclude that insufficient evidence was
available in 2009 to recommend any particular prosthetic
foot over others [15]. Rather, trends were identified suggesting the FlexFoot increased stride length and
improved the bioenergetics of gait for those with TTA
and transfemoral amputation compared with SACH feet.
This review has added two additional articles and metaanalyses on many formerly included in the Hofstad et al.
review [15], which suggests that other interpretations are
possible. Today, the eight evidence statements in the feet
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and ankles topic are possible to assist practitioners in
selecting components in clinical practice based on certain
functional requirements such as stair ascent. Many of
these statements, (i.e., increased plantar flexion with SA
feet) agree with the discussion and results of Hofstad et
al. [15]; however, given the state of the science at that
time, their discussion did not produce succinct evidence
statements. With the addition of new literature and by
grouping components into functional categories, alternative interpretations of available literature are possible.
Given that 58 percent of subjects lost their foot to
vascular pathology and the second most represented etiology was trauma, the sample is fairly representative of
demographics reported elsewhere [3]. Regarding sex,
only 18 percent of subjects were female, which may
cause reluctance in generalizing findings to females, particularly because perception, preference, and cosmetic
considerations were not widely represented within the
selected outcome measures [67]. More problematic still
is subject age (interquartile mean: 46 yr) and the short
accommodation time with feet components (30 min–4 wk).
Thus, some caution is in order when attempting to
broadly generalize findings from this sample of study
participants because the age is younger compared with
other reports [3] and the accommodation time with components is short and not representative of clinical practice
in all cases. While the 4 wk accommodation time is likely
to be preferred in making prescription recommendations, it
would likely extend past trial periods offered by component
manufacturers and may thus be clinically impractical.
Methodologic quality was threatened and bias risk
adversely affected in the feet and ankles section due generally to lack of rater and subject blinding, and no studies
in the section used allocation concealment. While these
additional methodologic steps do bear consideration from
a fiscal and temporal perspective, they are manageable
and present available opportunities for improvement
upon future studies of prosthetic feet.
Interface
A single high-quality study of TTAs reported that
Pelite liners were preferred by the majority of users and
were associated with improved ambulatory activity and
wearing time compared with Alpha liners with pin locking mechanisms [38]. This single study highlights the
fact that study findings will disagree, and further, that
quality, quantity, and consistency of high-quality evidence leading to a consensus is necessary to aid in pro-

ducing sound evidence statements. One SR reported that
walking performance and distance are positively affected
by gel-lined interface systems [52]. The SR represents
strong evidence [22] and is more consistent with contemporary practice. Given the disagreement between studies
regarding the effect of liners on activity level and preference, further study is indicated in these areas prior to
making any related empirical evidence statement.
Two SRs report the following favorable outcomes
associated with liner use: improved prosthetic suspension
(i.e., less pistoning); increased walking distance;
decreased walk aid dependence; improved load distribution; and decreased skin irritation, abrasion, and pain
[52–53]. Baars and Geertzen report increased comfort
associated with liner use in 7 to 53 percent of subjects
[52]. They further reported decreased pain in 19 to
53 percent of subjects when gel liners were used [52].
Liners are attractive clinically due to improvements in
suspension and load distribution.
Dermatologic issues are pervasive in TTAs and are
associated with liner use [52–53]. Issues include creasing
at the posterior aspect of the knee joint; skin maladies
such as itching, blistering, and ulceration; trapping perspiration; mechanically blocking pores; and retaining
microorganisms [7,52]. Therefore, the effect of liner use
on skin health is an area requiring further study. Problematically, prescription practice for specific liner selection
and use is not presently well supported by the literature
despite its prevalence [53]. Perhaps other outcome measures may be more relevant than those used thus far in the
study of liners. Examples to consider may include interface material durability, ease and frequency of replacement, fabrication and fitting time, actual skin to interface
pressure distribution, and healthcare economics.
Numerous advantages have been documented relative to VASS use compared with TSB designs and other
suspension systems. These include improved fitting times
following acute amputation or when an acute ulcer is
present in ambulatory patients [36]. This is interesting
because the application of vacuum, a recognized intervention for wound care, is supported by strong evidence
but lacks conclusive evidence in nonprosthetic wound
management [68]. This might suggest that combining
vacuum with a prosthesis offers additional benefit for
people with lower-limb amputation in a way that differs
in nondisabled people with wounds. For instance, VASS
provides a more consistent pressure distribution by
significantly decreasing positive pressure during stance
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and increasing negative pressure during swing [39]. The
increased negative swing phase pressure is corroborated
by a reported decrease in pistoning with VASS use compared with a pin system [37]. However, the same study
reported that VASS use decreased step activity (count)
and increased fabrication time and that there was preference for pin suspension [37]. Despite the aforementioned
functional outcomes, an SR reported a lack of evidence
supporting the idea that “volume control” sockets (i.e.,
VASS) adapt to or control limb volume [51]. VASS technology seems to provide some benefits; however, more
study is ultimately necessary to optimize implementation
of it and to further understand more of its effects on function in patients with TTA.
Given that attrition was 32 percent (mean) as well as
a lack of randomization and allocation concealment,
these are clearly issues in conducting prosthetic interface
studies. These are challenging but potential means to
improve quality in future interface studies.
Postoperative Care
Following TTA, primarily in dysvascular patients,
RRDs and semi-RRDs were found to reduce acute postamputation edema [43,50–51], healing time [44,50], hospitalization time [44], wound infection rate, and time to
prosthetic fitting compared with elastic (i.e., soft) dressings [42]. This is substantiated by two low bias risk SRs
[50–51]. It is important to note that the aforementioned
SRs were included in this review given their rigor and
publication date; however, the majority of the individual
studies included within them were not included given
poor methodologic quality or publication dates. Though
both SRs reported sufficient data to conclude benefits
associated with RRDs and semi-RRDs, both also recommended that further research was still necessary to
increase confidence in the outcomes.
Vigier et al. [44] compared elastic dressings with
RRDs and was included in the Nawijn et al. review [50]
but not in the Sanders and Fatone review [51]. This is
because limb volume was not included as a dependent
variable in the study. Nevertheless, the key finding relevant here is the decreased healing time (25 d; p = 0.04)
and hospital stay (30 d; p = 0.04) related to the use of
RRDs versus elastic dressings [44].
The current review also identified one additional
study that contributes data to this section that was not
included in the SRs. Woodburn et al. studied 112 dysvascular patients acutely following TTA [42]. Investigators

studied wound infection rate and time to casting for the
first prosthesis. Wound infection rate was not significantly different between RRDs and conventional nonrigid dressings. RRD use resulted in a 6 d median
reduction in time to cast for the first prosthesis (p = 0.23).
The study was stopped due to depletion of time and funding and a predictable inability to meet the necessary
study sample size of 300 subjects to satisfy the a priori
power and sample calculation. This resulted in a type II
error and an inability to statistically validate the claim
that immediate postoperative RRDs reduce infections
and time to prosthetic fitting. Reasons cited by Woodburn
et al. for the inability to meet the recruitment goal
included numerous surgeons not participating despite
expressing interest to do so and not attending training in
technique. Physical therapists and nurses expressed concerns that RRDs were too heavy and may limit a patient’s
ability to exercise. These were not insurmountable issues
if, for example, alternative materials were selected to fabricate the RRDs. Nonetheless, the majority of therapists
and nurses agree that the RRDs protected the residual
limb from trauma and minimized flexion contractures
and the frequency of dressing changes. This newly included
study’s findings are consistent with previous SR findings
but lack statistical power.
As previously discussed in the “Interface” section of
this SR, VASS was found to reduce pistoning, improve
ambulatory pressure distribution, and allow for earlier
postoperative prosthetic fitting in ambulatory prostheses
[36–37,39]. The addition of vacuum to postoperative
dressings represents a newer application of vacuum technology as well as a novel type of acute dressing option.
In nonambulatory acute, postoperative TTAs, Johannesson et al. report that vacuum-formed RRDs were not different in time from amputation to prosthetic fitting,
wound healing rate, and mobility compared with conventional plaster RRDs [41].
While a key topic in postoperative TTA management
is which type of dressing is most effective, another
intervention consideration is related to early ambulation.
Identified in the high-quality studies was “low-level evidence” supporting the addition of an early weight-bearing
intervention to decrease postoperative edema again by
way of an SR [51]. An additional intervention study
reported no difference in walking velocity or quality of
life when comparing articulated and nonarticulated early
ambulatory weight-bearing interventions [40]. The latter
study reported that both articulated and nonarticulated
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early weight-bearing interventions were equally effective
in improving gait speed and perceptive measures of
function.
Techniques to determine level of amputation and surgical methods were generally not discussed within these
studies. These could be the most important factors in
healing time, edema control, and weight-bearing. The
Burgess technique, for instance, uses a posterior flap,
while a true Ertl procedure will consider the periosteum
and preserving the pressure within the medullary canal
[69]. These techniques may influence edema control,
hospital stay, and time to prosthetic fitting, which were
all key identified outcome measures in the studies within
this section. Using accepted measurements to determine
the level of viable tissue prior to amputation can lead to
improved outcomes [70–71]. Safety incidents that are
known to occur in people with lower-limb amputation
during inpatient rehabilitation, such as falls and re-injury,
were also not counted in these studies [72]. Such issues
can also influence measures such as time to healing or the
need for surgical revision [73]. There is a known number
of falls within the postoperative period that was not
addressed in these studies collectively. A primary reason
for using RRD versus soft dressing is residual limb protection. Knowing how an RRD was able to mitigate the
damage that can occur from a fall would have an effect
on the outcome. Interestingly, another reason for selecting an RRD is to visualize the wound healing progress,
and compared with residual limb protection, the current
SR did not find this to be a key point of emphasis. Nonetheless, it should be a consideration in the clinical selection between conventional dressings and RRDs.
Methodologic quality of studies in this section was
generally 7/10, and bias risk was generally moderate.
Data and conclusions are based on dysvascular subjects
who are more at risk of postoperative complications. Clinicians can be confident that conclusions are generalizable to this subgroup with TTA. Conversely, outcomes
are less likely to be generalizable to TTAs of traumatic
etiology who tend to be younger and at less risk of postoperative complications.
Pylon
In unilateral TTAs, compared with typical rigid
pylons, teletorsion pylons were equally effective in terms
of the biomechanics of landing from a step down task at
low (7.3 cm) and high (21.9 cm) step heights [46]; activity level and duration [47]; spatiotemporal, kinetic, and

most kinematic measures of gait; and subjective measures [49]. Conversely, Berge et al. report that at controlled speed the prosthetic side knee angle is greater (p =
0.004; medium effect size: 0.46) at initial contact with a
rigid pylon whereas the shock absorbing pylon tended to
result in a more extended knee during walking [49]. They
report that this may be associated with subjects’ attempt
to modulate force attenuation relative to the stiffness of
the system and that the greater knee flexion was closer to
that of people without amputation [49].
Segal et al. measured lower-limb joint stability and
walking speed using a torsion adapter [45]. In linear and
circular walking, they report that stability and walking
speed were not significantly different whether or not the
torsion adapter was used. Use of the torsion adapter,
however, did result in a trend of decreased stability at the
prosthetic knee and ankle when subjects walked in a
straight line, though the difference was not statistically
significant.
In unilateral TTAs, monolimbs with elliptical shank
pylons were found to significantly decrease (p < 0.05)
peak vGRF of the sound limb at early stance phase compared with both the current (typical) prosthesis and the
circular shank monolimb. Further, the elliptical-shaped
monolimb decreased (p < 0.05) peak vGRF of the prosthetic limb at terminal stance compared with circular
shank monolimbs [48]. Lee et al. maintain that such flexibility is pursued with dynamic response feet and that the
elliptical-shaped monolimb is an alternative means to
achieve such flexibility.
Studies in this section were also generally of moderate bias risk and 7/10 methodologic quality. No studies in
the section concealed allocation or blinded clinicians or
raters. Inclusion of all of these study parameters would
make it possible to achieve a 9/10 or 10/10 PEDro score
level. The majority of subjects studied in this section
were of traumatic etiology, thereby increasing confidence
in generalizing findings to this specific demographic.
Limitations
Peer-reviewed evidence represents one of three parts
of evidence-based practice [74]. The other two parts that
are not considered in a review such as this are patient perception and clinician experience. These other two components should not be overlooked in evidence-based
practice as a whole. One reason not to omit these areas
is because research and practice are sometimes in
disagreement.
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Searching such a broad topic (i.e., prosthetic intervention) forces stringent limits in an effort to preserve
evidence quality. As such, there may be value in more
focused searching by topic (i.e., prosthetic socket) to
increase the number of articles reviewed on that particular topic. One potential modification for such a strategy
could be the inclusion of articles garnering a rating of
4/10 on the PEDro scale compared with the 6/10 criteria used here, recognizing that quality is compromised in
exchange for quantity. Aiming for high-quality articles
also causes topics to become limited. For example, in this
SR, microprocessor foot and ankle system articles lacked
the methodologic quality for inclusion in this review.
Similarly, using only high-quality evidence could limit
quantity as well as consistency of evidence.
Finally, there is no consensus on the best instrument
and process to conduct an SR. One approach may have
been to limit articles based on sample size. This approach
would have further limited the number of articles
included. Alternatively, we chose a reliable, internationally recognized evidence rating tool so that methods
would be more universal with other reviews from around
the world and to assure a quality assessment [20]. One
factor that is missing from the PEDro score is some rating of the ratio of sample (n) to population (N) to assess
the generalizability of research findings. In comparison
with other healthcare treatment efficacy studies, prosthetics research has lower absolute numbers of subjects
(5–20 vs 2,200–5,000), but as a ratio of the sample to
population (n/N), the values are similar. A typical prosthetics comparative efficacy study might have an n/N
ratio of 15/1,600,000 = 9.375E–06, whereas a typical cardiovascular comparative efficacy study might have an
n/N ratio of 2,200/300,000,000 = 7.33E–06 [75–76].
Another interesting policy-guiding statistic might be the
NIH research funding level to condition population ratio
(NIH funding/N) or NIH funding to healthcare expenditure on a particular disease or condition. Including the
PEDro scale, no such funding scoring criteria are available in an evidence scoring tool.

CONCLUSIONS
From this review, 23 evidence statements supported
by level 2 evidence and 8 by level 1 evidence, for a total
of 31 evidence statements regarding prosthetic interventions for TTAs, were able to be generated.

It seems that transverse plane malalignment alters the
biomechanics in the joints of both lower limbs. Component malalignment in the sagittal and coronal planes are
detectable by the patient at an established magnitude.
Regarding prosthetic feet and ankle systems, the SA
foot offers an advantage in terms of sagittal kinematics
compared with MA and ESAR feet. Adding MA function
to a foot, however, seems to improve involved-side kinetics. TTA use of ESAR feet seems to improve bioenergetics and prosthetic-side kinetics on both flat ground and
stairs compared with SACH, FK, and MA feet; however,
greater benefit in many of these areas may be experienced with the further addition of VSP function to an
ESAR foot.
Regarding interfaces, use of gel liners compared with
specific weight-bearing sockets improves load distribution, comfort, ambulatory independence, and suspension.
Use of VASS interfaces relative to TSB reduces pistoning
and time to prosthetic fitting but may come with reduced
step activity. Of the topics studied, the interface topic had
the highest attrition and bias risk, identifying this as an
area to which greater research focus may be needed.
Postoperatively, the use of RRDs and semi-RRDs
reduce postamputation edema more effectively than elastic compression alone, and the use of RRDs offers further
improvements in terms of wound infection rates, healing
times, and time to prosthetic fitting.
Finally, use of teletorsion pylons and torsion adapters
results in comparable spatiotemporal and biomechanical
gait parameters in overground walking, stepping down,
and turning maneuvers relative to rigid pylons.
Overall, functional level of subjects was poorly
reported. When it was reported, it was not usually done in
any standardized way, thus compromising generalizability. It should be noted that with few exceptions, most of
this body of work considers comfortable speed walking
over flat terrain; thus, caution should be exercised when
attempting to apply results beyond these conditions. It
can also be concluded that the prosthetic interventions
reviewed pose minimal risk and are generally safe for
persons with TTA. Although high-quality literature was
available to formulate evidence statements to support
clinical practice in the areas of prosthetic alignment, feet
and ankles, interfaces, postoperative care, and pylons,
this body of evidence lacked quantity. Additionally, due to
this lack of evidence, numerous topics related to care for
persons with TTA were unable to be covered (i.e., microprocessor foot and ankle systems). This lack of evidence
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is at least partially attributable to a deficiency of research
funding. Nevertheless, the high-quality intervention studies included characteristically incorporated randomization and data reporting that incorporated point and
variance measures. The most common issues in these
studies were lack of concealed allocation and blinding. It
seems that the most obvious place to increase the quality
of prosthetic clinical trials, based on these findings,
would be to incorporate rater blinding.
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